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Q1. 

You are required to develop Java Application to measure temperature of a person with in a 

day. Readings are collected after each 2 hours and after a day you are required to collect 12 

readings. Figure 1 shows the clinical thermometer you have to use and it ranges from 35 – 42 

C
0
. After collecting the all readings, calculate average, minimum and maximum temperature 

for a day in Fahrenheit.   

Create a Java main class and Netbeans project name “TempApp” to implement the above 

Java application. 

 

Figure 1: clinical thermometer 

a) Create a method name CelsiusToFahrenheit(float celciusTemp) to read Celsius 

temperature (°C) as an argument and return Fahrenheit temperature (°F). To do the 

temperature conversion uses the following equation. 

°F = °C × 1.8 + 32 

b) Read Celsius temperature 12 times and calculate the average, minimum and 

maximum temperatures. (Hint: Use for loop to collect Celsius temperature in 12 

times. Inside the for loop use variables total, min and max to calculate total, 

minimum and maximum temperatures) 

c) Validate your input data range from 35 to 42 C
0
 

d) Print the summary sheet as given below 

 

 

 

 

Temperature Summary for a day 

----------------------------- 

Average Temperature: 100.58F 

Maximum Temperature: 102.4F 

Minimum Temperature: 99.3F 

----------------------------- 
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Q2. 

“Laksiri car park” is a parking venue in the Kandy city. At present they have 25 parking slots.   

A main gate is used to entering to the park and exit from the car park.  You are required to 

create a menu driven Java program to handle above car park handling system. Create a Java 

main class and Netbeans project name “CarParkApp” to implement the above task. 

a) Create a Java class name “Vehicle” to represent parking vehicle of the car park 

including following variable and methods. 

1. Create a variable to store Vehicle number (Type String) 

2. Create a method name addVehical() to read vehicle number from keyboard  

3. Create a method name removeVehical() to set vehicle number as “none”  

 

b) Use the JavaClass “CarParkApp” to the following task 

1. Create method name “mainMenu()” to display the following menu items 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Create an Array of 25 Vehicle object to represent the 25 vehicle parking slots in 

the car park. 

3. In the initial stage of the program set each vehicle number as “none” in the array 

to represent each parking slots as free slots. 

4. Use the main menu to implement the following tasks. 

 Enter new Vehicle: go the first free slot and add new vehicle through the 

existing addVehical() method (Hint: use while loop to identify first free 

slot of the vehicle array) 

Laksiri car parking System 

--------------------------- 

[1] Enter new Vehicle 

[2] Remove exiting vehicle 

[3] Search Vehicle 

[4] Print Summary 

[5] Exit 
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 Remove exiting vehicle: find the exiting vehicle slot for the given vehicle 

number and use method removeVehical() to set it as free slot. 

 Search Vehicle: To search the given vehicle and print the slot number as 

“Vehicle CPAA3456 in the Slot number 2” 

 Print Summary: Print the summary sheet as given bellow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Exit: to exit the main menu and terminate the program 

*** 

Laksiri car parking System  

------------------------------ 

Slot    Vehicle No 

------------------------------ 

1    WPKQ1120 

2    CPAA3456 

3    none 

… 

------------------------------ 

Total   2 Vehicles 

============================== 


